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Abstract
Optical fibers used in the optical communication technology industry to support worldwide high-speed Internet
have an information collection function that captures changes in the surrounding environments as well as performing the basic function of information transmission. NEC Corporation is currently conducting R&D of optical
fiber sensing technologies that utilize optical communication infrastructures as sensors for visualizing the real
world. It is doing this by combining the world’s top level optical communication technology cultivated via its
experience in the submarine optical cable systems together with the latest AI technologies. The present paper
introduces basic principles of the optical fiber sensor with system configuration and discusses three case applications: intrusion detection of facilities, surveillance of road traffic flow and bridge deterioration detection.
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AI technology. In section 2, we outline the optical fiber

1. Introduction

sensing technology and the detail of NEC’s technological

Optical fiber networks are one of the critical commu-

contribution features. Section 3 discusses three cases of

nication infrastructures that support the high-speed

visualization of the real world, and section 4 presents a

Internet. NEC boasts several achievements that have

conclusion of the paper.

supported the construction of the optical fiber network
since the start of the optical fiber communications project. One example is the submarine cable system operations that were started in 1968 that have achieved sev-

2. Introduction of Optical Fiber Sensing Technology
Fig. 1 depicts basic principles and system configura-

eral results, such as the laying and provision of terminal
equipment for the Transpacific optical submarine cable
system. The optical fiber sensor is a linear-shaped pas-
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sive sensor that uses the optical fiber cable which is the
information transmission medium, e.g. sensing medium,

Sensing device

Optical fiber cable

and is capable of sensing environmental changes such
as vibration, strain and temperature near the optical fi-
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ber cable with identifying the locations of any changes.
The optical fiber sensor has been improving performance
following the advancement of the optical fiber commu-

Return light intensity
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generation
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nication technology. In addition, the rapid progress of AI

Time
(Position)

technology in recent years has made it possible to provide in-depth visualization of the real world by analyzing

Fig. 1 Basic principles and system configuration of

and learning the data collected with sensors by applying

optical fiber sensor.
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tion of the optical fiber sensor. To enable the optical fiber

3.1 Detection of intrusion around facilities

cable that is originally the information transmission medium to work as a sensor, the sensing device is connect-

The first example is the detection of illegal intrusion

ed to one end of the cable. When a sensing pulse from

around an important facility (Fig. 2). Since facilities

the sensing device is launched to the optical fiber, a

with extensive premises such as airports or power plants

backscattering signal is generated from any point of the

require a large number of security cameras to survey

optical fiber. The sensing device detects the backscatter-

the entire perimeter of the premises, a reduction of the

ing signals following the time series. When a vibration/

surveillance costs becomes a critical need for custom-

strain is applied on the optical fiber cable or an environ-

ers. By simply installing the optical fiber cable along the

mental change such as temperature, the structure and

external fence of the facility, the optical fiber sensor can

characteristic parameters of the quartz glass material of

detect vibrations produced by intrusive behavior. There-

the optical fiber change accordingly. Subsequently, the

fore, it is projected to function as a means of low-cost

information of environmental changes will be carried by

broad-area surveillance that will supplement the surveil-

backscattering signals. The location of the backscatter-

lance of cameras. One of the issues that occurs when

ing signal is calculated by using the return time that is

the sensor is used to detect intrusions is how to reduce

observed from the pulse sending and returning of that.

the number of false reports. The false report refers to

The possibility of isolating observed points depending

the erroneous detection of vibrations due to non-intru-

on time means that simultaneous detections of lights

sive behavior such as rain, wind, small animals and so

from multiple points are possible. The sensing signal is

on being defined as an illegal intrusion by a human. This

sending at a constant repetition frequency so that the

issue can be reduced by AI technology.

backscattered signal from the furthest end of the optical

NEC challenges identifying and eliminating the cause

fiber cable and the next sensing signal are not mixed.

of false reporting by combining the sensing technology

This procedure makes it possible to observe constant
environmental changes at a single point.

Important facility

NEC’s optical fiber sensing technology has the follow-

Camera
surveillance

ing major features.
• Long distance/high distance resolution
sensing:

Sensing
device

The sensing technology applies the optical signal
amplification technology developed via submarine
optical cable communications. The optical transmit/receive technology with improved sensitivity

Optical fiber
cable

Perimeter fence

enables detection over a long distance of tens of
kilometers with a high distance resolution of a few

Sensing vibrations

meters. In fact, the distance covered with a single
sensing device increases the strength of the technology as the surveillance area broadens.

Fig. 2 Detection of illegal intrusion in an important facility.

• High environmental robustness:
Analyzing and learning the data collected by the

Optical
fiber cable

optical fiber sensor using AI enables isolation of
environmental noise and identification of event
details. This makes it possible that the sensing
can be carried out by utilizing existing optical
communication infrastructures without newly in-
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stalling optical fibers for exclusive use in sensing.
3. Introduction of Real World Visualization Examples
Challenged by NEC
This section introduces three examples of applications
of the optical fiber sensing technology.

Fig. 3 Differences in vibration patterns depending on
intrusive behaviors.
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with superior distance resolution and the analysis/learn-

AI for highly accurate estimations of the traffic traces

ing technology based on AI. This will make it unneces-

and average speeds. The traces of vehicle flow are rep-

sary to change the threshold value for solving the issue

resented by lines with gradients indicating speeds as

of false reporting of intrusion surveillance. Fig. 3 shows

shown in Fig. 5, where the x-axis is the distance from

an approach for visualization of human behavior in the

the control room where the sensing sits and the y-axis

area being surveilled. This system employs an optical fi-

is the time. The steep gradients mean congestions and

ber cable laid along a fence to sense any human behav-

low gradients mean smooth traffic flow. The positivity/

iors in their proximity. The patterns of vibrations detect-

negativity of gradients are determined according to the

ed by the optical fiber sensor vary greatly depending on

vehicle flow direction with respect to the sensing device.

the differences in behaviors made at the fence and the

Fig. 6 is the report of a demonstration experiment

human behaviors near the fence can be estimated by

of traffic flow surveillance conducted jointly with an

analyzing and learning the vibration patterns using AI.

expressway operator. It shows the result of traffic flow
measurements in the 45-kilometer section between
the Shimizu and Numazu Interchanges of the Tomei

3.2 Surveillance of road traffic flow

Expressway. The traffic traces are represented by the
The second case is the surveillance of vehicle traffic

x-axis indicating the distance and the y-axis the time (5

flow using the communication-purpose optical fibers al-

minutes). The optical fiber cables of Tomei Expressway

ready laid in the roadsides1). Fig. 4 shows an example of

are laid in various positions, including at the shoulders

application to an expressway. Current expressway traffic

on both sides as well as at the median, depending on

conditions are monitored by spot surveillance devices

sections, so the observed vehicle driving traces also

such as traffic meters and CCTV (Closed Circuit Televi-

vary depending on sections. It has been confirmed that

sion) cameras. Therefore, it involves an issue with the

the vehicle driving traces are updated at almost real

accuracy of information in broad-area situation changes

time every 100 ms and that the actual measurements of

such as traffic accidents and congestions. Noticing the

the traffic flow are recorded on the entire demonstration

presence of optical fiber infrastructures already installed

section over a length of 45 kilometers.

on the sides of Japanese expressways, NEC has started

The approach taken by NEC in estimating the average

to challenge traffic flow surveillance of the entire ex-

vehicle speed from the drive traces with high accuracy

pressway network from a higher viewpoint by continually monitoring the vibrations caused by vehicle traffic via
the infrastructures using optical fiber sensing technolo-

45 km

gy. The approach taken by NEC features detailed identification of a situation, even over a long distance by using
5 min.
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Fig. 6 Drive traces on Tomei Expressway (45 km section).

Fig. 4 Surveillance of expressway traffic flow.
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Fig. 5 Traces of vibrations by driving vehicles.

Analysis engine

Fig. 7 Technique for estimation of average vehicle velocity.
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lets the AI learn from the images of the drive traces.

in order to check if it is capable of classifying the bridge

Fig. 7 shows the diagram of calculating the average

status. In this experiment, the dampened free vibra-

driving vehicle speed. After preparing multiple items of

tions immediately after a train pass is clipped and the

training data of drive trace images represented by the

specific frequency band observed most strongly on the

distance and time, the data is learned by the AI to build

tested bridge is extracted. The degree of deviation from

a highly accurate estimation model. This technique im-

the model in normal status (after renovation) is output

proves the accuracy of calculating the average velocity

as the anomaly score using the one-class classification

from the actual drive trace images. It has already been

(anomaly detection) function of RAPID machine learn-

confirmed that the average drive velocity calculated us-

ing. Fig. 9 depicts the distribution of the anomaly scores

ing the optical fiber sensors has a high accuracy of more

before and after renovation. The presence of a clear dif-

than 85% compared to the traffic meter (loop coil) data.

ference between the anomaly scores output before and
after the renovation confirms that the bridge status can

3.3 Detection of bridge deterioration

be classified based on the anomaly scores.

The third case is the detection of bridge deterioration

4. Conclusion

(Fig. 8). NEC is challenging the demonstration of technology that observes the vibrations during the passage

In the above, an outline and actual examples of appli-

of trains via optical fiber cables laid on bridges. It there-

cations of the optical fiber sensing technology that NEC

by monitors the changes in the vibration characteristics

is tackling are described. The optical fiber infrastructures

in order to enable automation of the bridge deterioration

that are deployed worldwide like a neural network, are al-

detection that has previously been checked by human

ready becoming indispensable for the daily lives of people.

inspections.

NEC will continue R&D for visualizing the real world by

Joined with the cooperation of a train company, NEC
has conducted a demonstration experiment that ana-

continuing to use the existing infrastructures of the optical
communications networks as an exploratory sensor.

lyzes the vibration characteristics observed by the optical fiber sensor before and after renovation of a bridge
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